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RECOMMENDATION TO COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE:
WHEREAS many Ontario Works participants face ongoing challenges to maintain permanent
accommodation and avoid eviction and/or utility cut offs due to non-payment of rent or accounts due;
AND WHEREAS the current Ontario Works Pay Direct service for rent and utility payments has
proved to be well received and successful in maintaining permanent accommodations and reducing
outstanding rent and utility arrears;
THEREFORE IT IS RECOMMENDED TO COUNCIL THAT the local Ontario Works Pay Direct
service be expanded to include for-profit landlords as recommended by the Commissioner of
Community Services in Report No. 04-238.
OlUGIN/PURPOSE :
The purpose of this report is to gain Council approval for the expansion of the current Ontario Works
Pay Direct Policy to include “For Profit Landlords”. This policy revision is presented to Council in
recognition of its benefits as:
a valuable customer service to OW participants; and

a strategy to reduce the incidence of OW participant accommodation evictions and utility cut offs.
OPTIONS/DISCUSSION:
Current Policy & Program Delivew:
In June 2001, Council approved the original Local Ontario Works Pay Direct Policy. In approving the
initial Pay Direct Policy, several key considerations were identified. As the Consolidated Municipal
Service Manager for Ontario Works, Council recognized the City’s OW Pay Direct Policy must be
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compliant wit!
mteni d?th@egislation, sensitive to both the rights of recipients and the associated
financial burden to taxpayers, and be accountable to all parties. Council recognized the policy must
balance complex, and at times, competing issues associated with the matter:
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The fundamental principle of Ontario Works is to foster self-reliance for recipients. The shelter
allowance is included in the monthly benefit. It is viewed that independent management of the
shelter allocation by the individual receiving assistance is an inherent component of selfreliance.
Notwithstanding the principle of promoting self-reliance of Ontario Works participants, it must
be recognized that failure to pay rent will often result in insurmountable arrears and eventual
eviction. The impact of eviction may result in grave trauma to some members of the benefit
unit, particularly those more vulnerable members (e.g. children). The welfare of each member
of the benefit unit must remain the foremost priority.
The goal of Ontario Works is to support participants in the shortest route to paid employment.
It is recognized that shelter instability and lack of secure accommodation are significant barriers
to obtaining and maintaining paid employment.
Ontario Works financial assistance is not a “guaranteed income” and as such the Ontario Works
office cannot enter into any third party agreement which guarantees regular and/or ongoing
payment for services on behalf of a recipient, since the recipient’s entitlement to any Ontario
Works assistance is not guaranteed.
The payment of rent is a component of the landlord/tenant relationship. As such it is governed
by the Tenant Protection Act. The Ontario Works office is not a rent administration agency nor
is the payment of rent to landlords on behalf of Ontario Works participants mandated in the
Ontario Works Act.
The payment of rent to landlords is a valuable customer service for clients which may assist
them in meeting their rent payment obligation and may assist them in managing competing
financial pressures and/or permit them to focus on other activities which will enable them to
reach the OW program-participant mutual goal of self reliance.

Council approved an initial policy that included four principal components:
Introduction of a voluntary pay direct for rent service for any OW participant living in a not for
profit rental property
Confirmation of the OW administrator’s authority to “impose” mandatory third party payments
on behalf of participants who have used or will likely use their assistance in a way that is not
beneficial to them or the benefit unit, as in the case of repeated incidence of rent or utility
arrears or eviction. (It should be noted that the mandatory pay directs are rarely imposed and
that case managers make every effort to work with clients to develop rent and utility strategies
that are voluntary)
Consultation with Utilities Kingston and piloting of OW pay direct for utilities as determined
feasible by both parties
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Pay direct of “pre paid” last month rent to private landlords to assist OW participants in
securing private sector accommodation and mitigating landlord loss for potential non payment
of rent.
Assessment of Current Policv:
“Pay directs” were initially implemented with the Kingston & Frontenac Housing Corporation in 200 1
and then expanded to other not for profit service providers in the years to follow. In May 2004, 10 not
for profit landlords had pay direct agreements with the local OW office. Likewise, after some initial
consultation with Utilities Kingston, pay direct for utilities was implemented as an adjunct service to
rent pay direct.
The initial OW Pay Direct policy has been determined to be beneficial to OW recipients, not for profit
landlords and Utilities Kingston alike. Very few client complaints have been received and over time,
the administrative processes have been mastered by the OW case management staff. In May 2004
there were 262 OW pay directs in place for rent and 174 pay directs in place for utilities. In terms of
the OW benefit unit service, in May 2004 155 OW benefit units were provided with pay direct services
for both Utilities & Rent and 126 OW benefit Units were accessing one of either Utility or Rent pay
direct.
In the case of the Kingston & Frontenac Housing Corporation, as of May 2004, some 2 13 tenants who
are OW recipients were participating in rent pay direct. Although the amount for rent arrears
exclusively representing OW clients is not available, the Kingston & Frontenac Housing Corporation’s
overall current rent arrears experienced a reduction from as high as $58,321 in 2000 to as low as
$36,794 in 2003.
In the case of Utilities Kingston, hook up deposits are waived to many OW clients who elect to pay by
OW Pay Direct. This can be a savings to both the client and ultimately the tax payer as mandatory
Community Start Up benefits were previously issued to pay for Utility hook up deposits for OW
recipients. More recently, in March of 2003 as the legislated moratorium on utility cut offs came to an
end, utility pay directs for OW recipients were an important component of several repayment
agreements negotiated in partnership with other community agencies (Salvation Army, Share the
Warmth, Neighbourhood Sharing, the Social Issues Network Group’s Utility Worker and others).
Subsequent to the initiation of the original Pay Direct Rent service, the local Ontario Works office was
approached by a number of stakeholders, including clients, community agencies, for profit landlords
and city councilors requesting an expansion of the service to “for profit landlords”.
Policv Review Process & Findings:
In addition to reviewing utilization and arrear reduction statistics at the Kingston & Frontenac Housing
Corporation, OW management undertook the following surveys in order to review and update this
policy matter:
Survey of Ontario Works Case Management Staff (see appendix B)
Survey of Neighbouring OW Consolidated Municipal Service Managers (see appendix C)
Survey of Community Agencies (see appendix D)
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In addition to these surveys, OW management staff attended meetings with the Kingston Not for Profit
Landlord Association and the “A Room of One’s Own” social inclusion initiative sponsored by the
Social Planning Council.
There is a majority opinion among all stakeholders that increasing OW Shelter Allowance entitlement
is the most effective means by which Ontario Works participants can improve the quality of their life,
afford and retain suitable accommodation, and avoid arrears and evictions. This however, is not a
remedy within the control of the City, since OW assistance rates are prescribed by the Province.
Moreover, while the recent 3% increase to OW shelter allowance rates as of July 1, 2004 is a positive
step, it is doubtful that this increase (which represents $ 9.75 per month for a single OW recipient
receiving the previous maximum OW shelter allowance of $325 per month) will solve the financial
challenges that OW recipients face, particularly related to retention of accommodation and payment of
increasing utility costs.
Both the OW Case Manager survey and the Community Agency survey confirmed the value of current
Rent and Utility direct payments as effective tools in assisting OW recipients in retaining permanent
rental accommodation. While some difficulties related to fluctuating utility rates were identified, most
survey respondents reported no OW client complaints and identified benefits of the policy. See
appendices B & C for survey response details.
The survey of neighbouring OW Consolidated Municipal Service Managers revealed a variety of local
policies and program deliveries. While some CMSMs did not undertake any voluntary pay direct
services, others extended the survey to include “upon landlord request” services.; the current Kingston
OW Pay Direct level of service falls somewhere in the middle of this range of services. See appendix
D for survey response details of this survey.
Finally, at the meetings attended by staff with members of the Kingston Not for Profit Landlords’
Association and A Room of One’s Own, stakeholder representatives confirmed the benefit of pay direct
both as a client customer service and as an accommodation retention/ eviction avoidance strategy.
Opinions voiced by individual stakeholders of each of these groups were diverse and in some cases
oppositional.
A private landlord representative at the “A Room of One’s Own” consultation meeting provided the
following opinions”
Pay direct is not an infringement of rights, if mortgage companies can demand preauthorized
payments from your bank account so can landlords
Pay direct should be mandatory for anyone who defaults on rent more than 3 times
OW should pay the full rent amount to landlords by pay direct, even if it takes a portion of the
monthly OW “basic” allowance, clients want it because they want to be able to live in better
accommodations (an OW client present at the meeting concurred with this comment)
If risk to the landlord is reduced then more housing will be available; let the client be the occupant
and OW be the tenant
Shelter must be the number “one” priority, deal with it first and let other community services help
with food and other needs
OW should be responsible for payment of rent when OW tenants do not give adequate notice; City
should not expect private landlord to incur costs because of OW clients
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Landlord members of the Kingston Not for Profit Housing Association provided the following
comments:
Pay Direct has been effective in reducing arrears and evictions and should continue to be provided
and marketed more in the Not for Profit Sector
For profit Landlords may withhold tenancy if OW clients do not agree to pay directs and this will
defeat the voluntary spirit of the current policy
A screening process of “for profit” landlords must be implemented if pay direct is to be expanded
to the for profit sector
The above comments and suggestions by the “for profit” landlord representative of the A Room of
One ’s Own initiative are in some instances contrary to the requirements of the OW legislation or the
intent of the OW Directives. Likewise, the suggestion that the OW office become the tenant or record
of landlords whorent to OW recipients is far beyond the scope of services and liabilities that any OW
Pay Direct Policy should address.
None the less, the important contribution of the “for profit” property rental sector toward the provision
of accommodation services for OW participants must be recognized, as it is estimated that there are
currently more than 2000 OW benefit units housed by “for profit” landlords in the Kingston CMSM. In
many cases, these private landlords assist their tenants in a number of ways beyond the requirements of
their rental agreements. This extended landlord assistance may include: deferral of rent due, forgiving
of arrear debts and release from lease obligations without proper notice.
Based on these considerations, it is reasonable to conclude that the expansion of the OW Pay Direct to
include “for profit” landlords will be beneficial to clients, landlords, the municipality and the taxpayer.
ProDosed Policv
Expanding the policy to include the for profit sector must address the following three factors:
The ongoing need to safeguard against any potential Human Rights violation (particularly related to
“equal treatment with respect to the occupancy of accommodation” and “right to freedom from
harassment by the landlord or agent of the landlord”, on the basis of receipt of public assistance
(Part I, section 2( 1) (2) of the Human Rights Code ,1981)
The ability of the local OW office to manage increase pay direct services within the current human
resource capacity and approved operating budget
The ability of the client to pay for profit market value rent rates within the OW shelter entitlement
(a) Human Rights Safeguard
The original debate related to implementation of OW Pay Direct Rents in 2001 included discussion,
media reporting and some written correspondence denouncing the policy as a Human Rights infraction.
These concerns have been addressed through a strong implementation emphasis by City staff in
providing this service to OW clients as a vduntury customer service. None the less, the original
concerns raised remain valid and staff recognizes that safeguards must be built into the policy
expansion that will prevent for-profit landlords from making Pay Direct a condition of a lease or rental
agreement and thus nullifying the voluntary customer service intent of the policy.
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The City can support potential interests under the Human Rights Code by taking steps including:

.
.

.

Inclusion of a signed agreement by the landlord before any pay direct plan is set up that
confirms that the landlord may not make direct pay a condition of leasing or continuing a lease
with an OW recipient, thus supporting the customer service principle of the program expansion
Landlords objecting to the terms would be ruled out before participation in the program and
tenants could be assured that landlord participation is on a principled basis.
This agreement can also confirm that the tenant has the sole discretion to discontinue the direct
pay and that the landlord warrants that he/she will take no steps against a tenant based on the
tenant exercising that discretion.
The tenant signing up for the program should also sign a confirmation that they are doing so
voluntarily, that they have the option of discontinuing at any time and that if they have any
concerns that they may contact the Human Rights Commission at any time.

(b) Cost Benefit and OW Administrative Capacity
There are potential savings to the City from pay direct service provision to the for profit sector. If
evictions and arrears are avoided, the issuance of the mandatory Community Start Up allowance and
the discretionary Rent and Utility Arrear & Deposit benefits may be reduced. The value of the saving
is difficult to estimate as there is no way of determining the number of arrear and eviction incidents that
have been and can be avoided. As OW allowances and Benefits are cost shared with the Province on an
80/20 basis, the City will realize 20% of whatever allowance savings are incurred.
Beyond the financial impact in the OW office, some clients may realize savings where they are now
incurring expenses associated with the payment of rent (bank charges for cheque writing or
transportation costs). Likewise, landlords will benefit from the service expansion as they will receive
more of the rent revenues due to them from OW tenants.
Assessing the administrative cost of this proposed service expansion is also difficult. Obviously, there
are additional staff workload requirements both in initiating the pay direct (gathering information from
client, data entry, reviewing the arrangements from time to time and altering the payment details as
required), and in processing the additional monthly payment transactions thereafter.
There are also additional direct office supply and service costs associated with the service. As OW
administrative costs are cost shared with the Province on a 50/50 basis, the City will incur 50% of the
additional expenses associated with this service. The following table denotes the office supply and
service costs (in gross dollars) associated with the monthly production of a regular client direct bank
deposit payment (DBD), a regular client cheque payment, and a third party pay direct payment. It
should be noted that all clients regardless of whether they subscribe to any pay direct arrangement will
receive either a direct bank deposit payment statement or a monthly client cheque payment. Pay direct
payments are in addition to these client payments and where provided for both utility and rent
payments, these represent two additional payments:
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Tender
Blank

Envelope

Stamp

Total
Monthly
Payment
cost

(cheque/ DBD)

Total
Yearly
Payment
cost

Regular Monthly Direct Bank
Daosit

$ 0.074

$ 0.070

$ 0.490

$ 0.634

$ 7.608

Regular Monthly Cheque
Payment

$ 0.108

$ 0.070

$ 0.490

$ 0.668

$ 8.016

Additional 3rdParty Payment
(Pay Direct or Vendor cheque)

$ 0.108

$ 0.070

$ 0.490

$ 0.668

$ 8.016

(c) Compatibility with OW Shelter Allowances
It is recognized that many for-profit accommodation rent rates exceed the maximum shelter allowances
in OW. While some stakeholders support encroaching on the basic allowance component of the OW
monthly assistance for rent pay direct, City staff does not view this as being compatible with OW
directives that recognize the “benefit of the benefit unit” and the “fostering of self reliance”. While the
availability of affordable accommodations in the for-profit property rental sector may be limited, the
provision of Pay Direct Rent for rental properties that do not exceed the OW participant’s maximum
shelter entitlement and usual monthly OW assistance may encourage for-profit landlords to accept a
lower monthly rental rate if the risk of non payment is reduced.
A further concern with expansion to the for-profit property sector is the matter of “notice requirements”
and the frequent disruption, suspension and termination of OW benefits (including the shelter
allowance component). Because of these concerns, some private landlords had suggested that the City
become the tenant of record in such arrangements and thereby guarantee rent payments. As noted
previously, the City is not in a position to guarantee social assistance and it would not be in the City’s
interest to assume this role. The City’s interests in this matter can be supported by including a
statement in the landlord agreement that waives any claim the landlord might have in relation to the
lack of notice or general designation of the City as tenant.
Summarv of ProDosed Policv Expansion:

As a result of our broad consultations with internal and community stakeholders, the proposed
expansion of OW Pay Direct to the for-profit sector may be summarized as follows:
Pay direct to for-profit landlords will be undertaken at the OW participant’s request only, after
the participant has been a tenant in the landlord’s rental property for a minimum of 4 current
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consecutive months and is satisfied that the tenant-landlord relationship is in the benefit unit’s
best interest
Rationale: This requirement will safeguard against coercive landlord requirements which
might undermine the voluntary spirit of the policy and be a violation of the 0W
participant ’dtenant ’s Human Rights. It will also permit the development of a tenant-landlord
relationship prior to the initiation of the rent pay direct which may reduce wasted
administrative effort as it will avoidpay direct requests that will be short lived due to
landlord/tenant incompatibility.
Rent payments will be made directly to the property owner or hisher legally recognized
property management agent.
Rationale: This will prevent Owparticipantsfrom being at risk ofpaying rent direct to a
roommate who is the lessee and then facing eviction for non-payment of rent due to the pay
direct funds not having been forwarded by the lessee to the property owner
Pay direct for rent will be provided only where the monthly shelter cost (rent cost plus utility
costs whether they are included in the rent or paid directly to a utility provider) is equal to or
less than the OW participant’s maximum shelter allowance AND the net OW monthly
entitlement, after income deductions have been considered, is greater than the monthly rent rate.
Rationale: This will safeguard against encroachment on the 0W Basic Allowance component
of the monthly Jinancial assistance and will prevent interrupted rent payments due to
fluctuation in 0Wparticipants ’ monthly entitlement as a result of irregular other “income”
(earnings, support, etc) reported by the 0Wparticipant.
The OW Administrator reserves the right to decline any client request for pay direct rent service
to any landlord (either property owner or hisher legally recognized property management
agent) who has not abided by the terms and conditions of the City - Landlord Pay Direct
agreement; this agreement to be in a form determined by the Legal Services Division.
Rationale: Notwithstanding the terms and conditions of any lease or rental agreement that the
0 Wparticipant may enter into as a tenant, City staffmust ensure that 0Wfunds are issued in
accordance with the 0W Regulation and Directives. Furthermore, the City-Landlord Pay
Direct agreement in no way transfers any responsibilities of the 0Wparticipant as a tenant to
the 0W oflce through the rent pay direct service.
Where voluntary client request for pay direct exceeds the administrative capacity of the OW
office, priority will be given to clients who are at the greatest risk of eviction or need for
intensive case management support
Rationale: In the event that the volume of requests for voluntary pay direct exceeds the human
resource capacity or supply &postage budget of the oflce, that the prioritization emphasis be
on the well being of the beneJit unit and need for intensive case management support rather
than the customer service objective.
EXISTING POLICY/BY-LAW:

Initial local OW Pay Direct Policy approved by Council, June 19,2001 as clause 1 of report no 63.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN: N/A
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FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Beyond the administration cost per payment issuance detailed in this report it is not possible to forecast
the exact costs associated with this proposed service expansion. As previously mentioned, expansion
of pay direct may in fact reduce the cost of overall Community Start Up benefits and discretionary nonhealth benefits issued for arrears.
OW administrative costs are cost shared 50/50 with the Province while OW allowances (including the
basic allowance, shelter allowance, community start up allowance and discretionary benefit for rent and
utility arrears and deposits) are cost shared 80/20
CONTACTS:
Adele Lafrance, Manager of Administrative Services, Social Services 546-2695 ext 2070
Tanie Steacy, Manager of Program Delivery, Social Services, 546-2695 ext 2072
DEPARTMENTUOTHERS CONSULTED AND AFFECTED:
The following were consulted and their input factored into this report:
Greg Grange, Manager, Housing Division
Alan Mcleod: Senior Legal Council
Gerard Hunt, Manager of Finance Division
Cheryl Mastantuono, Manager, Policy and Support Services, Community Services
Francyne Givogue, Manager, Kingston & Frontenac Housing Corporation
Participants of surveys and consultation meetings including OW Case Managers, Community Agencies
and neighbouring CMSMs
NOTICE PROVISIONS: N/A
APPENDICES:
Appendix “A”: Comments from Joint Management and RULAC (Under separate cover)
Appendix “B”: Survey Summary: Ontario Works Case Managers ct Survey Summary
Appendix “C”: Survey Summary: Neighbouring OW Consolidated Municipal Service Managers
Appendix “D”: Survey Summary: Community Agencies
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Chief Administrative Officer

APPENDIX “A”

Commentsfrom County of Frontenac staff
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The JM meeting of June 30,2004 was cancelled and comments were conveyed via email as follows:
w

(There were no notable comments made by County of Frontenac staff

...............................................................

Comments from RULAC

Report No.: 04-238 Pay Direct
The RULAC meeting of July 12,2004 was cancelled and comments were conveyed via email as follows:
w

(There were no notable comments made by County of Frontenac staff

Survev Summarv: OW Case manapers
A survey of the 36 Ontario Works case managers was undertaken by e mail ( March 2003) to gather
information on their views and experience related to our local office Rent and Utility pay direct policy
and practices. Ten responses were received. Of these 10 responses, one was incomplete with only the
first question answered. The following table summarizes the responses received.
OUESTIONS
Q1: Rate Pay Direct
as a favourable /
effective CM tool?

RATINGSRESPONSES

Usually:
Sometimes:
Rarely:
Never:

9
0
0
1

(note: respondent who
indicated “never”
provided no other
responses)

42: Estimate
frequency of
utilization of pay
direct for caseload

43: Describe
frequency and type
of contact with “not
for profit” landlords

Average figures for 9
responses received:
Caseload:
96
Voluntary Rent: 9.2
Voluntary Utility: 8.1
Mandatory Rent: 0.4
Mandatory Utility: 0.3
Frequency:
Majority of workers
indicated they received 12 calldweek from
housing providers.
1-5 calldweek to housing
providers

COMMENTS
0

0
0

0

is challenging to manage due to income and rent rate
changes
ensures rent is paid regularly (3)
removes responsibility from client (2), like direct
mortgage payment service, mitigates disadvantage OW
clients have securing rentals
prevents eviction (4)
technologically challenging as no automated notification
to worker that pay direct transaction end date has
occurred
challenging for Utilities since deregulation and clients
electing to transfer to private suppliers who do not
provide average monthly billing options.

Nature of Contacts:

0

housing providers calls were initiated primarily to notify
of rent rate change, notify of an arrear andor investigate
a missing pay direct or notify of rent not paid where no
pay direct is in place
case managers initiated calls were primarily to confirm
rental address, effective date and accommodationdetails
or pay direct information
several casemanagers noted that they receive requests for
information from housing providers which they deem as
inappropriate and which would constitute a breach of
confidentiality if responded to; these questions relate to
reasons OW client cases have been terminated, who is the
clients employer, addresses client have moved to etc
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AI ’ENDIX “B” con’t: 0 V Case manager Survey
QUESTIONS
44: Describe
frequency and type
of contact with
“private for profit”
landlords

RATINGSEWSPONSES

COMMENTS

Responses indicated a
wider frequency range:
Worker initiated contact
was 1- 10 /week while
Landlord initiated contact
was 1/1-4 weeks

Nature of Contacts:
0

0

0
~~

Q5: Case manager
recommendation on
potential expansion
of Mandatory Pay
Direct

~~~

9 casemanagers responded
&/or commented

0

0
0

Yes:
No:

7
2

landlords initiated calls were primarily to complain of
rent non payment
case manager initiated calls were primarily to c o n f m
rental agreement, rent rate, address and effective date;
case managers also called to confirm approval of pay
direct for last month rent
case managers also reported they continue to receive
inquiries from private landlord for pay direct
but limited to not for profit landlords only
need very detailed guidelines which must be adhered to

important for case managers to have discretion
especially where some history of non payment is
demonstrated (3)
and allow pay direct to equal full rent due and
exceed OW shelter maximum to ensure arrears do
not occur

Q6: Case manager
recommendation on
potential expansion
of Voluntary Pay
Direct to private, for
profit landlords

9 casemanagers responded
&/or commented

Yes:
5
No:
3
Caution if expanded: 1

0
0

0

0

exercise caution, do not allow for subletting
will result in private landlords demanding pay
direct by making it a condition of renting
only for client with a history of rent non payment
and evictions (3)
vital service to ensure accommodation is secured
over winter or where children are involved
only with clear written request from client
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